Professor Cliona Ni Mhurchu, University of Auckland, shared her latest research on nutrition labels at a webinar hosted by Toi Tangata recently. Cliona states ‘nutrition labels aren’t a silver bullet; however, they are one useful tool in the public health toolbox.’

The health star rating is a voluntary front-of-pack nutrition labelling system that rates food products from ½ to 5 stars based on their nutrient profile or ‘healthiness’.

The Starlight research studied the shopping habits of over 1,300 New Zealanders (18% Māori, 6% Pacific) to see if different kinds of labels change the healthiness of foods that shoppers buy. The research showed no significant differences in purchasing behaviour between traffic light labels, health star rating labels and the current back-of-pack nutrition information panels. However, there was a significant preference for traffic light labels and health star rating labels compared with the more complex nutrition information panel.

The Starlight research showed that overall people don’t use labels a lot; however, there was a small group (about three in ten shoppers) who read labels more often and the study showed that traffic light labels and health star rating labels led to significantly healthier food purchases by that very motivated group of shoppers.

Do front-of-pack nutrition labels help shoppers to make healthier food choices?

The answer is not noticeably at an overall population level. However front-of-pack nutrition labels do influence the food industry to reformulate products to make them healthier. This has been seen with manufacturers decreasing salt, increasing fibre and reducing total energy contents to enable improved star ratings for certain foods. The health star rating system therefore helps improve the healthiness of the food supply and it won’t be long before we see budget brands displaying star ratings for both Foodstuffs and Progressive committing to using this voluntary system on their private label product ranges. Currently about 10% of packaged foods in New Zealand display health star ratings and we should see this number increase in coming years as new product packaging is phased in. Cliona says ‘we need greater uptake of the health star rating system across the whole food supply to improve population diets.’ If that doesn’t happen within the next few years, then she suggests we need to move from voluntary to mandatory labelling.

What do these findings mean for those working in public health?

Nutrition labels are only one tool in the toolkit and we will gain greater improvements to population diets if we continue to advocate for complementary policy changes like healthy food policies in schools and hospitals, and reducing marketing of unhealthy foods to children. Such policies can build on the health star rating system by promoting foods with more than 3.5 stars.

Cliona acknowledges certain products are controversial as they have a high star rating despite a high sugar content. She encourages all those working in public health to stand up and be heard, provide feedback and have input into the health star rating system public submission which is now open and closes on 20 July 2017. ‘We should all contribute our views to make the health star rating system more effective in supporting healthy diets.’
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The Health Promotion Agency: What to look for on a food label

This free teaching toolkit contains several re-usable resources providing information on reading New Zealand food labels and includes suggested teaching points and two exemplar labels to help compare similar products.

Click here to order the free toolkit.